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Social investments

[Custom index 16]
We support a number of initiatives that meet important social objectives through the activities of the Enea
Foundation and voluntary activity of our Employees. We feel responsible for the communities to which we
have been linked for years. To this end, we actively implement our Group’s corporate social responsibility

policy.

The Enea Foundation was awarded the ‘Signum
Caritatis’ statuette in the Donor of the Year
category in 2017.

In total, we donated PLN 2 397 632.35 for all
activities of social involvement in 2017.

Priority directions of activities in the area of social engagement of our Group in 2017

Education
Counteracting social exclusion
Ecology
Sport
Culture
Local communities
Healthy lifestyle

https://raport2017.csr.enea.pl/en/about/gri_table#ENEA-16
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Key actions implemented in 2017:

Enea Akademia Talentów

As part of the Enea Talent Academy, we have launched a scholarship programme for talented primary and
junior high school students from the Group’s companies as well as a grant programme for public primary
and senior high schools from the Group’s companies operating on their own projects to develop the talents
and talents of their students.

The jury, which included representatives of the world of science, art and sports as well as Internet users,
selected the winners of the first edition of the Enea Academy of Talents. The Enea Foundation provided
scholarships and grants to 22 students and 9 schools. The scholarship holders come from urban and rural
schools, including those of Bieżyń, Bydgoszcz, Goleniów, Lublin, Połaniec, Poznań, Santock, Stargard,
Szczecin, Zielona Góra and Zwoleń.

– The jury and Internet users indicated the best students. The winners included 22 young people, 11 from
primary schools and the same number from junior high schools. In both age categories, the winners in
science, art and sports were selected – Sławomir Krenczyk, President of the Enea Foundation.

Biegamy – Zbieramy – Pomagamy

Employees of our companies, taking part in selected cross-country competitions, scored points, which were
converted into money (1 point = 100 PLN). The Enea Foundation made a donation to the Kamila
Skolimowska Foundation, which implements projects aimed at promoting sports. In 2017, the Enea Athletics
Camp was organised for the outdoors points, during which over a hundred children from orphanages and
children of Employees of the Enea Group took part in athletic classes with the Olympic champion and
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professional coaches. The runners, thanks to whom the event took place, could participate in lectures with a
sports psychologist and a dietitian. The action was attended by 122 runners from our Group. They took part
in 134 cross-country competitions organised all over the country.

Potęga poMocy

Grant programme aimed at promoting pro-social ideas of local scale among the employees of the Enea
Capital Group. Employees may submit valuable local social initiatives requiring their support. The Board of
the Enea Foundation selects 3 winning projects for each edition of this grant programme and grants them
financial support.

In 2017, a total of 9 initiatives covering the areas were supported:
activities for the benefit of disabled persons, socially excluded persons and persons in retirement age;
activities supporting the development of communities and local communities;
charity activities supporting health care and promotion as well as support for counteracting addictions
and social pathologies

Dobra Energia ponad Granicami

The Programme is intended to help Poles living in Lithuania by, inter alia, student exchange, educational
trips to Poland for students from Polish schools in Lithuania. It also aims to build a sense of Polish national
identity and to nurture and promote Polish tradition and language abroad by encouraging parents of
children of Polish descent living in Lithuania to choose Polish schools and learn Polish, Polish history and
traditions. During the first edition of ‘Good Energy Beyond Borders’, 50 children came to Poland with their
caretakers. We also organised a collection of books and popular-scientific press, which we donated to Polish
schools in Lithuania.
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‘Enea Academy of Sport’

A project aimed at supporting physical activity and healthy lifestyles of children and youth. In 2017, more
than 3 000 children took part in volleyball and general development activities as part of this initiative. About
1000 children and youth from 30 schools from Poznań and its surroundings took part in the Enea Mini
Volleyball League tournament.

‘Studies for seniors’

The project, which we initiated in 2017, was addressed to people over the age of 60. As part of this project,
older people were able to attend post-graduate studies at the Poznań School of Social Sciences and
Humanities. We have taken this initiative with the aim of activating people at pre-retirement and retirement
age.

We have carried out 4 charity actions:
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‘The Great Power Parcel for Easter’

Every year we organise a charitable collection of small toys and sweets for the charges of the Social and
Care Centres located on the premises of the Enea Group.

‘Bag Full of Smiles’

We have completed school expeditions for poor children from Wielkopolska region.
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‘Help animals survive the winter’

We collected food and accessories for pets in animal shelters.

‘Turn around – Bring over – Support’

We carry out a continuous collection of bottle caps, which are later handed over to the Association for the
Assistance of Persons with Disabilities in Luboń.

We also conducted the ‘Assistance to Municipalities’ action, which affected the August storms, under which
the Enea Group supported local communities which suffered the most from the August storms. The
Foundation contributed nearly PLN one million to the eleven most devastated municipalities in the Enea
Operator distribution area after the storm. The funds were used for the purposes indicated by the local
governments, including the renovation and reconstruction of infrastructure and public buildings, as well as
to support local Voluntary Fire Brigades. This allowed TSOs to equip themselves with the specialist
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equipment necessary to deal with the consequences of the disasters.

Moreover:

Enea Elektrownia Połaniec conducted the ‘Safe road to school’ campaign in the regions of Połaniec,
Staszów and Mielec in cooperation with the Podkarpackie and Świętokrzyskie police. We trained three
hundred first-grade elementary school students during specially arranged road safety meetings. We have
equipped children with, inter alia, reflectors to improve their visibility.

Enea Operator co-organised the Akademia Bezpiecznego Przedszkolaka academy. The aim of the
Academy is to promote safe behaviour on the way to kindergarten, safe play in the facility itself among
children, as well as to familiarise pre-schoolers with the rules of safe use of electrical equipment, road traffic
and anticipation of various.

In Nowy Tomyśl, Enea Operator trained fifty State Fire Brigade officers and teams from the National
Rescue and Fire Extinguishing System. During the training, threats that may occur during rescue and
firefighting operations in the vicinity of the network infrastructure were discussed.

Pro-ecological activities

Protecting birdsWhile building and
modernising the network infrastructure, Enea
Operator tries to apply solutions that reduce the
risk of bird paralysis, including storks. A
successive action of this company for the
benefit of nature is the assembly of platforms on
poles under the stork of the nest. This activity
has a thirty year tradition. So far, 3.1 thousand
stork nests with approximately 3.3 thousand
nests located in the area of operations of Enea
Operator have been located on special
platforms.

The company also cooperated with the Regional Directorate for Environmental Protection (RDEP) in order to
protect the endangered fish species. As part of the cooperation, in 2017 Enea Operator continued the
installation of breeding platforms for high stakes ospreys in accordance with the locations designated by the
RDEP.
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Cooperation of Enea Volunteers
Manufacture with the Polish Fishing
Association Volunteers from Enea Wytwarzanie
together with the Polish Fishing Association
organised an environmental campaign in three
schools in the Kozienice municipality. It
consisted in conducting educational meetings.
The children learned about energy sources, fish
species in the Vistula and how to take care of
the fauna of the rivers. The initiative was
continued by restocking the Vistula twice with
young pike in cooperation with the Enea
Foundation.


